Spring Term 1
Circle the subject and underline the
object in this sentence.

6

a

The white rabbit looked at his pocket
watch.

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up an adverb that shows
frequency. Can you help him to
unjumble it?

c

Replace the underlined words with
a more ambitious synonym.

e

The boy was thrilled with his new
hoverboard as he flew across the room.

earryl 




Match each word class label to
the correct word or phrase in
the sentence.

b

Write a main clause to go with this
subordinate clause. Add in a comma
where necessary.

d

Before they set off for the airport
proper noun

compound word

After the rainstorm, Isla jumped
enthusiastically in the puddles.
prepositional phrase

adverb



.

Tick the sentence that is in the
subjunctive mood.
I wish it were the weekend.
I am hoping the weekend
arrives soon.

f

Spring Term 1 Answers
Circle the subject and underline the
object in this sentence.

a

The white rabbit looked at his pocket
watch.

b

proper noun	

compound word

c

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up an adverb that shows
frequency. Can you help him to
unjumble it?
earryl		

Match each word class label to
the correct word or phrase in
the sentence.

6

Accept any more ambitious synonyms
for thrilled and flew, e.g. elated and
sped.

d

prepositional phrase

adverb

Accept any sensible main clause after
the opening subordinate caluse and
added comma, e.g. Before they set off
the for the airport, they checked that
they has their passports.

Tick the sentence that is in the
subjunctive mood.
I wish it were the weekend.

Before they set off for the airport


After the rainstorm, Isla jumped
enthusiastically in the puddles.

e

The boy was thrilled with his new
hoverboard as he flew across the room.

rarely

Write a main clause to go with this
subordinate clause. Add in a comma
where necessary.

Replace the underlined words with
a more ambitious synonym.

.

I am hoping the weekend arrives
soon.

f

Spring Term 1
Circle the subjects and underline
the objects in these sentences.

6

a

The white rabbit looked at his pocket
watch.
Alice jumped down the rabbit hole.

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up two adverbs that show
frequency. Can you help him to
unjumble it?

c

Replace the underlined words with
a more ambitious synonym.

e

earryl 	

The boy was thrilled with his new
hoverboard as he flew across the room.
But just then, he bumped into a tree.

dlomse 




Match each word class label to
the correct word or phrase in the
sentence.
proper noun

b

past tense verb

After the lesson, Hamza believed
in himself.
prepositional phrase

pronoun

Write a main clause to go with
these subordinate clauses. Add in
commas where necessary.

d

Before they set off for the airport



as he couldn't go any further.

.
Add the correct verb form to create
a sentence in the subjunctive mood.
I wish it 

f

the weekend.

Spring Term 1 Answers
Circle the subjects and underline
the objects in these sentences.

a

The white rabbit looked at his pocket
watch.
Alice jumped down the rabbit hole.

6

Mr Whoops has accidentally
jumbled up two adverbs that
show frequency. Can you help him to
unjumble it?
earryl		

rarely

dlomse

seldom

c

e

The boy was thrilled with his new
hoverboard as he flew across the room.
But just then, he bumped into a tree.

d

Write a main clause to go with these
subordinate clauses. Add in commas
where necessary.

Replace the underlined words with
a more ambitious synonym.

Accept any more ambitious synonyms
for thrilled, flew and bumped, e.g.
elated, sped and crashed.

Before they set off for the airport

Match each word class label to
the correct word or phrase in the
sentence.
proper noun	

b

past tense verb

.
Accept any sensible main clause after the
opening subordinate clause and added
comma, e.g. Before they set off for the
airport, they checked that they has their
passports.
as he

After the lesson, Hamza believed
in himself.

prepositional phrase

pronoun

couldn't go any further.
Accept any sensible main clause at
the beginning of the sentence, e.g. The
marathon runner stopped by the roadside
as he couldn't go any further.

Add the correct verb form to create
a sentence in the subjunctive mood.
I wish it
were

the weekend.

f

Spring Term 1
Circle the subjects and underline
the objects in these sentences.

6

a

The white rabbit looked at his pocket
watch.

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled
up three adverbs that show frequency.
Can you help him to unjumble them?

dlomse 

Now, write a passive sentence based on
Alice in Wonderland.

mallorny 



collective noun

pronoun

The crew of the naval ship were
prepared as they went into battle.
subordinating clause

preposition

b

e




Write a main clause to go with
these subordinate clauses. Add in
commas where necessary.



Replace the underlined words with
a more ambitious synonym.

The boy was thrilled with his new
hoverboard as he flew across the room.
But just then, he bumped into a tree.

earryl 

Alice jumped down the rabbit hole.

Match each word class label to
the correct word or phrase in the
sentence.

c

d
Challenge: Could you give an antonym
for the word 'new'?

Before they set off for the airport




.


as he couldn't go any further.

Add the correct verb form to create
a sentence in the subjunctive mood.

Challenge: Now write your own complex
sentence with a different subordinating
conjunction about your favourite hobby.


I wish it 





f

the weekend.

Add a sensible subordinate clause to the
sentence.

Spring Term 1 Answers
Circle the subjects and underline the
objects in these sentences.

a

The white rabbit looked at his pocket
watch.
Alice jumped down the rabbit hole.

Accept any passive sentence, e.g. The
potion was swallowed by Alice.

collective noun



Before they set off for the airport

b

pronoun

The crew of the naval ship were
prepared as they went into battle.

subordinating clause 
Preposition: could also be 'of'.

c

Mr Whoops has accidentally jumbled
up three adverbs that show frequency.
Can you help him to unjumble it?
earryl rarely
dlomse seldom
mallorny normally

preposition

Replace the underlined words with
a more ambitious synonym.

e

The boy was thrilled with his new
hoverboard as he flew across the room.
But just then, he bumped into a tree.

d

Write a main clause to go with these
subordinate clauses. Add in commas
where necessary.

Now, write a passive sentence based on
Alice in Wonderland.

Match each word class label to the
correct word or phrase in the sentence.

6

.

Accept any sensible main clause after the
opening subordinate clause and added
comma, e.g. Before they set off for the
airport, they checked that they has their
passports.
as he couldn't go any further.
Accept any sensible main clause at
the beginning of the sentence, e.g. The
marathon runner stopped by the roadside
as he couldn't go any further.
Challenge: Now write your own complex
sentence with a different subordinating
conjunction about your favourite hobby.

Accept any more ambitious synonyms
for thrilled, flew and bumped, e.g.
elated, sped and crashed.
Challenge: Could you give an antonym
for the word 'new'?
old
Add the correct verb form to create
a sentence in the subjunctive mood.
I wish it

f

the weekend.

were
Add a sensible subordinate clause to the
sentence.
Accept any sensible subordinate
clause beginning with a subordinating
conjunction, e.g. I wish it were the
weekend because my grandparents are
visiting.

